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TECHNOLOGY
TIPS
By Marc Umstead,
Plus 1 Technology
Spring is often associ-
ated with decluttering

and organizing, and for small and
medium-sized businesses (SMBs), this
concept can be applied to digital spaces as
well. One area that often gets overlooked
but can benefit from a thorough “spring
cleaning” is email management. In this 
article, we’ll discuss the importance of
cleaning up and archiving old emails, as
well as the reasons why email should not
be used as a permanent storage solution
for client information or sensitive data.

The Need for Email Clean-Up
and Archiving

Improved Organization: A cluttered
inbox can make it difficult to locate
important emails and stay on top of your
tasks. Regularly archiving old emails and
organizing your inbox will help you stay
focused and efficient.

Enhanced Performance: An overloaded

email inbox can slow down your email
client and consume valuable storage space.
By archiving old emails and maintaining a
clean inbox, you can improve the overall
performance of your email system.

Reduced Risk of Data Loss: Old emails
can contain valuable information that
may be lost if not properly backed up or
archived. Regularly archiving emails
ensures that you have access to
important information even if your email
system experiences issues or data loss.

Why Email Should Not Be a
Permanent Storage Solution

for Client Information
Security Risks: Storing sensitive client

information or data in your email can
expose it to various security threats.
Email accounts can be hacked, and data
breaches can occur, putting your client’s
information at risk.

Data Protection Regulations: Many
jurisdictions have data protection laws
and regulations that require businesses to
implement appropriate safeguards for
storing and processing client information. 
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Using email as a permanent storage
solution may not meet these regulatory
requirements, potentially leading to fines
and penalties.

Limited Search and Retrieval Capabil-
ities: Email systems are not designed for
long-term data storage and may not have
the search and retrieval capabilities re-
quired to locate specific client information
quickly.

Inefficient Collaboration: Email is not
an ideal platform for collaboration, and
storing client information solely in your
email can make it difficult for team
members to access and collaborate on
projects.

Best Practices for 
Email Management and 

Secure Storage
Adopt a Consistent Archiving Policy:

Develop and implement a consistent
email archiving policy across your
organization, specifying how often
emails should be archived and which
emails should be retained.

Utilize Email Organization Tools: Use
folders, labels, and filters to keep your
inbox organized and make it easier to
locate important emails.

Implement a Secure Storage Solution:

Invest in a secure, dedicated storage
solution for storing client information
and sensitive data. This could include
encrypted cloud storage, file servers, or
document management systems.

Train Employees: Educate your team
members on the importance of email
management and provide training on
best practices for organizing and archiv-
ing emails.

Regularly Review and Update Your
Email Management Practices: Periodically
review your email management practices
and storage solutions to ensure they re-
main efficient, secure, and compliant with
relevant regulations.

Conclusion
Don’t neglect the digital side of your

SMB’s spring cleaning. Tidying up your
email inboxes and archiving old emails
will help your business run more efficient-
ly, while ensuring client information is
securely stored in a dedicated solution
will protect sensitive data and maintain
regulatory compliance. By adopting these
email management and storage best
practices, your SMB will be better
prepared for success in the digital age.
Marc Umstead can be reached at 610.792.5660;
email: mumstead@plus1technology.com.
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